2) Since al,a2 &#x3E; 0 the map F preserves the positive cone A+ = N0 -N2.
We deduce from these observations that F send best approximation vectors of 0 to best approximation vectors of 0 (see lemma 2) and proposition 1 follow easily. Our method cannot be extended to higher dimension, because for F to be a similarity, it is necessary that P has one dominant root, all other roots being of the same modulus, and H. Minkowski proved that this can only occur for polynomials of degree 2 or 3 ( [12] ).
The sequence of best approximation vectors of 0 E JR2 may be seen as a two-dimensional continued fraction 'algorithm'. In this case Proposition 1 means that the 'development' of ~~, (2) becomes periodic when C is the unique real root of the polynomial x3+a2x2+alx-1 with al, a2 E N. This may be compared to the following results about Jacobi-Perron's algorithm:
(0. Perron [13] ) Let Proof. 1) Let Y = k'B -R' e AB{(0, 0)} be such that N(Y) P').
We have to prove that &#x3E; q' or that k'8-R' = -3:(q'8-P'). By Lemma 2) Put F(qi8 -Pi) = ki8 -Rï, i = 1, 2. Suppose kB -R is a best approximation vector with kl k k2. We want to prove that kB -R = k28 -R2. 
